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PN 80248-505 with 1-3" Riser + 1-6" Riser  
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NOTE: Adapter plate for 720 tablet and printer tray not shown 
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General Features 

• This assembly supports the MICROS Oracle 720 tablet in landscape orientation with a drop in charging 
cradle that permits continuous daily installation and removal of the tablet. 

• This support solution is part of a full line of mounting brackets for rugged point of sale tablets including 
mounts for hand held POS and drop in chargers for mobile POS in hospitality environments. 

• This system attaches to the underside of a counter top or shelf. 

• The angled sides of the mount assist in guiding the tablet into the cradle and provide additional support 
once the tablet is installed. 

• The cut out sections on the sides of the mount provide full access to the battery charging slot in the rear 
of the cradle. 

• Includes a pair of hook and loop straps to secure the power supply transformer and surplus cable to the 
back of the tablet mount. 

• Installing the charging cradle onto the mount can be completed in seconds; first by inserting the cradle 
and then slightly tightening the rear lock screw. 

• If necessary; the power connector can be easily unplugged from the charging cradle without having to 
remove the cradle from the mount. 

• This support system allows adjustable side to side pan position adjustment of the 720 tablet and printer 
tray; use the five point knobs on the undersides of the ends of the arms to adjust and secure the tablet 
and tray pan positions.  

• The side to side position of the arms on the risers that supports the tablet and print tray panning 
assemblies can be adjusted and locked into position at the top of the riser assembly mounting point 
with the three point knob.  

• An adjustable stop screw prevents the arm from rotating in a complete circle on the top of the riser 
section.  
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Mounting Plate Features 

• The under counter mounting plate permits attachment of a second optional arm and a variety of 
different pan and tilt heads to support any touch screen, terminal or flat panel monitor right next to the 
printer. 

• Attaches to the underside of a counter top, a shelf or any other flat horizontal surface. 
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Adjustable Arm Features 

The 8” arm can be easily adjusted side to side and locked in any position at the mounting surface with the five 
point hand knob; the position can also be permanently secured by tightening the lock screw. 

Printer Tray Features 

• The interior dimensions of the Flat Printer Tray are 6½” Wide by 10¼” Long by 1” Deep. 

• The 8” arm supporting the Printer Tray can be easily adjusted side to side and locked in any position at the 
mounting surface with the five point hand knob; the position can also be permanently secured by tightening the 
lock screw. 

• The Flat Printer Tray position can be easily adjusted side to side and locked in any position at the end of the 
arm with the five point hand knob under the tray; the position can also be permanently secured by turning the 
lock screw on the bottom bracket of the tray into one of the holes in the end of the arm. 

• The printer tray includes multiple tie points form adding cable ties to secure the extra cabling and power 
supply. 

• The positions of the 8” arms adjust without tools to permit the flat printer tray and pan and tilt head to travel 
horizontally, allowing a range of positioning options. 

 

Riser & Riser Cap Features 

•  The 8” arm supporting the screen pan and tilt head can be easily adjusted side to side and locked in any 
position at the Riser with the three point hand knob. 

• Integral stop details on the riser and arm can be located at any setting to prevent cable damage when the 
arm supporting the screen or the printer is rotated around the riser.  

• The screen pan and tilt heads include integral stop details that limit a full rotation to the right or left to prevent 
cable damage. 

• The pan and tilt head or printer can be easily removed from the arm and attached directly to the top of the 
riser. 

• The riser cap incorporates a cable tie point to secure the cables so that they will travel safely as the arm is 
rotated.  

• A 3”or 6” riser elevates the 8” arm above the mounting surface and permits the screen pan and tilt head or 
printer tray to travel horizontally and to allow a wide range of positioning options. 

• Please specify either 3" or 6" riser(s) when ordering. 

To order this mount with two 6” Risers, use P/N 80246-505 

To order this mount with two 3” Risers, use P/N 80247-505 

To order this mount with one 3” Riser and one 6” Riser, use P/N 80248-505 
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We believe in ethical SEO relevancy; the following section was included to assist the all-
knowing algorithms in locating this page; however, some humans like it too.   
Under counter mount, Under counter mounting bracket, Under-counter mount bracket, Screen under-
counter mount, screen under-counter mounting bracket, screen under-counter mount bracket, monitor 
under-counter mount, monitor under-counter mounting bracket, monitor under-counter mount bracket, 
POS terminal under-counter mount, POS terminal under-counter mounting bracket, POS terminal 
under-counter mount bracket, Point of Sale POS terminal under-counter mount, Point of Sale terminal 
under-counter mounting bracket, Point of Sale terminal under-counter mount bracket, KDS under-
counter mount, KDS under-counter mounting bracket, KDS under-counter mount bracket, Kitchen 
Display System under-counter mount, Kitchen Display System under-counter mounting bracket, 
Kitchen Display System under-counter mount bracket, Kitchen production System under-counter 
mount, Kitchen Monitor under-counter mount, Kitchen video under-counter mount. Touchscreen 
under-counter mount, All in One PC under-counter mount, Healthcare monitor under-counter mount, 
Industrial process monitor under-counter mount, Kiosk countertop mount, Office monitor under-
counter mount, Manufacturing process monitor under-counter mount. 
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Interactive Catalog of Mounting Systems for the 720 Tablet and 720 Tablet with Charging Base 
These mounts are included in the “Mounting Systems for the 720 Tablet and 720 Tablet with Charging Base” product group 

pages on our website. 
For more information; click on the images or descriptions to visit the individual product pages on our website. 

PDF Product Information Sheets are available at the Product Attachments tab on each product page. 
Practical Quality Systems Home Page 

 
 

 

PN 80000-504 - Wall Mount with 
adjustable 8” arm, pan and tilt head 
semi-permanent support for MICROS 
720 Tablet 

PN 80000-505 - Wall Mount + 
adjustable 8" arm + panning head for a 
MICROS 720 Tablet with drop in 
charger. (PN 80003 is optional) 

PN 80003-505 - Wall Mount + two 
adjustable 8" arms + panning heads for 
a MICROS 720 Tablet with drop in 
charger and a Flat Printer Tray 

  

 
PN 80020-505 - Wall Mount + 6" riser, 
adjustable 8" arm + panning head for a 
MICROS 720 Tablet with drop in charger 

PN 80021-505 - Wall Mount with 3" 
riser, adjustable 8" arm + panning head 
for a MICROS 720 Tablet with drop in 
charger 

PN 80050-505 - Wall Mount with 
adjustable 15" arm + panning head for 
MICROS 720 Tablet with drop in 
charger 

   

PN 80080-505 - Countertop Fixed 
Pedestal Mount with a 6" riser, 
adjustable 8" arm + panning head for a 
MICROS 720 Tablet with drop in charger 

PN 80125-505-SS - Shelf Edge Mount 
with fixed 4" stainless steel arm for a 
MICROS 720 Tablet with drop in 
charger 

PN 80140-504 - Low Profile, Tilting 
Countertop Mount for semi-permanent 
support of a MICROS 720 Tablet 

 

 

 

PN 80200-505 - Under Counter Mount 
with an adjustable 8" arm + panning 
head for a MICROS 720 Tablet with drop 
in charger 

PN 80204-505 - Under Counter Mount 
with two adjustable 8" arms + panning 
heads for a MICROS 720 Tablet with 
drop in charger and a Flat Printer Tray 

PN 80240-505 - Under Counter Mount 
with a 6" riser, adjustable 8" arm + 
panning head for a MICROS 720 Tablet 
with drop in charger 
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PDF Product Information Sheets are available at the Product Attachments tab on each product page. 
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 PN 80241-505 - Under Counter Mount 
with a 3" riser, adjustable 8" arm + 
panning head for a MICROS 720 Tablet 
with drop in charger 

PN 80246-505 - Under Counter Mount 
with two 6" risers, two adjustable 8" 
arms + panning head for a MICROS 720 
Tablet with drop in charger + a Flat 
Printer Tray 

PN 80247-505 - Under Counter Mount 
with two 3" risers, two adjustable 8" arms 
+ panning heads for a MICROS 720 
Tablet with drop in charger and a Flat 
Printer Tray 

  

 PN 80248-505 - Under Counter Mount 
with a 3" riser, a 6" riser, two adjustable 
8" arms + panning heads for a MICROS 
720 Tablet with drop in charger and a 
Flat Printer Tray 

PN 80621-505 - Countertop Movable 
Pedestal Mount with a 6" riser for a 
MICROS 720 Tablet with drop in 
charger 

PN 80623-504 - Countertop Movable 
Pedestal Mount with a 6" riser, 
adjustable 8" arm + pan and tilt head for 
semi-permanent support of a MICROS 
720 Tablet 

  

 PN 80910-504 - Flat Wall Mount for 
semi-permanent support of a MICROS 
720 Tablet 

PN 80910-505 - Flat Wall Mount for a 
MICROS 720 Tablet with drop in 
charger 

PN 80942-504 - Tilting Wall Mount for 
semi-permanent support of a MICROS 
720 Tablet. Shown with optional PN 
80691 Printer Wall Mount with Storage 
Compartment 
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PN 80246-505 Under Counter Mount with two 6” Risers, two adjustable 8” Arms for MICROS 720 Tablet with 
drop in charger and a Flat Printer Tray. PN 80247-505 with 3" Risers, PN 80248-505 with 1-3" Riser + 1-6" 
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Interactive Catalog of Product Sub Groups 
There are many individual products included in the various product sub groups featured on these pages.  

Click on the images or descriptions to visit the individual product sub group pages on our website. 
For Information about individual products; click on the “Product Attachments” tab on each of the individual product pages. 
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